
SESSION 1—Choose from A-D (1:30-2:15 PM) 
 

RSVP for all parts of the Shabbaton by Friday, December 11, 2015 

 Session 1 Class A—Lenny Picker:  Why You May Not Want To Have Your Kid's Bar or Bat Mitzvah On Masada: The Myths 

and The Facts Of The Two Jewish Revolts Against Rome. Masada is one of the most popular tourist destinations in Israel - a 
powerful link to our past. But the story that most people are familiar with may not be exactly what happened. Join Lenny 
Picker, attorney, writer and lecturer, in revisiting the two Jewish Revolts against Rome. Learn what we know, and don't 
know about these revolts and how they have been used as political symbols in modern-day Israel.  

 Session 1 Class B—Mitchell Frank: Philo, an Ancient Modern: Philo was a philosopher and Biblical exegete who lived in Al-

exandria, Egypt from about 15 BCE to 50 CE.  He is remarkably modern in that he was trained in the science and philosophy 
of the non-Jewish (Greco-Roman) world around him while still being a devout Jew and worked at bridging this gap in his 
thought.  Mitchell will explore how Philo’s story and thought mirror some of our own efforts to find an intellectual identity 
between cultural worlds.  Mitchell is a clinical psychologist who holds graduate degrees from the Hebrew University in Jeru-
salem and YU. 

 Session 1 Class C—Rabbi Gerald C. Skolnik:  An introduction to Talmud study. If you have never looked at a page of Talmud 

and have never encountered this type of reasoning and argumentation, this class will introduce you to the basic ideas. 
There will be 3 Monday Night follow-up Sessions for those who want to go further. 

 Session 1 Class D—Nora Mandel: The Year of Amy Schumer - In 2015 Amy Schumer skyrocketed to media attention and 

awards. How does her comedy, movie, television show, and her use of her new fame redefine and reflect Jewish interests 
and values in entertainment? Nora Lee Mandel is a member of New York Film Critics Online and the Alliance of Women 
Film Journalists.  

 Session 2 Class E—Lorain Wankoff: Yoga for the Soul-Accessing the Divine Within “The human soul is the light of God"—

Through Chair Yoga, breathing and meditation, Lorain will guide us through a very different Jewish experience. There will 
be no mat work. Women should have a pair of loose pants that they can pull on in advance of the class so that they can 
stretch comfortably. Lorain is a certified Yoga instructor and has been teaching at FHJC on Wednesday nights for the last 
four years. 

 Session 2 Class F—Simeon Cohen: Bringing God down to Earth: The Rabbinic View on imbuing the World with Divinity. The 

text studied will be from the Talmud tractate, Berakhot. Simeon is a 4th year Rabbinical Student at JTS and is currently serv-
ing as Rabbinic Intern here at FHJC. 

 Session 2 Class G—Jonathan Vick: Using your voice to respond to cyberhate - Things to consider when you see hate online 

and the best ways to respond effectively. Jonathan Vick is the Assistant Director of Cyberhate Response for the Anti-
Defamation League. 

 Session 2 Class H—Jay Luger:  Why do we need the “Documentary Hypothesis”? When the Torah is read as a work of litera-

ture, there are obvious problems with the narrative. Three examples: 1) First Aaron dies on Mt. Hor but in a later location 
he dies in Moserah. 2) Jacob's name is changed to Israel after the wrestling match with “an angel” and yet in another loca-
tion in the text it is also changed to Israel. 3) Isaac is imminently dying and Jacob steals the blessing yet the Torah tells that 
21 years pass before Isaac dies (the same amount of time that Jacob worked for Laban). Come and learn why these and 
other problems in the text exist. This is a text based session.  Materials will be provided. Jay has an MA in Jewish History 
from YU and many additional years of study at JTS. He is a feline veterinarian. 

(We will break for dessert between sessions) 
SESSION 2—Choose from E-H (3:00-3:45 PM) 


